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QlikView Expressor Dataflow  
Optimization Recommendations 
Rev 1.0, 11-Dec-13 

The following list provides some recommended best practices for optimizing the performance of 
QlikView Expressor dataflows.  QlikTech recommends that all QlikView Expressor customers review this 
list and, for those with performance critical load applications, assess which recommendations are 
applicable to their applications and apply them accordingly.  

NOTE: Before making any changes, make sure your dataflow is either checked into the QlikView 
Expressor Repository, backed-up using QlikView Project/Library Export files or copied to a new dataflow 
to preserve its original, pre-modified state so that it can be recovered if necessary. 

1. Use CSV files (with a Write File operator) to Land Intermediate Files instead of Write QlikView 

The Read QlikView and Write QlikView operators are not as fast as Read File and Write File 
operators.  The Read QlikView and Write QlikView operators make use of the Extension 
Framework which, in the current product, marshals all data records through a Lua layer adding 
additional latency.  Read File and Write File do not have to marshal records through Lua. 

2. For lookups on small cardinality data sets (< 100,000 key/value pairs), use an in-memory Lua 
Table instead of a Lookup 

For lookups on low cardinality key/value data sets, an in-memory Expressor Datascript table can 
be used instead and it is generally much faster than using a Lookup rule which makes use of a 
SqlLite installation that is installed with the Expressor data Integration Engine.  There is a 
QlikCommunity Knowledgebase article for a Datascript module that implements an in-memory 
lookup table as a Datascript table.  You can find this module on QlikCommunity 
(http://community.qlikview.com/docs/DOC-5517).  

3. Replace lookups on very high cardinality data sets with a Join 

Lookup rules make use of a Sqlite installation that is installed with the Expressor Datascript 
Engine.  This can be a bottleneck when lookup tables contain a large number of entries and 
when large volumes of records are processed using a Lookup rule.  A Join operator rather than a 
Lookup rule in a Transform operator should be used particularly when the product of the input 
record stream cardinality and the key-value table cardinality is high (> 100,000). 

http://community.qlikview.com/docs/DOC-5517
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4. When processing previously landed data, sort the data in the Landing Step (or dataflow) so 
that it is pre-sorted for any follow-on dataflows that might require a specific sort order 

If possible and where the data may be used by later dataflows involving Join operators, it’s best 
to pre-sort records on the join key before writing them to a temporary landing file.  In some 
cases, as is true with dataflows that perform incremental loads that re-read historical data 
written by a prior execution, the future join activity occurs in the very same dataflow but on a 
subsequent execution.  

5. In a Transform or Join operator Rules Editor, use Attribute Rename Rules (they look like 
Arrows) instead of Expression or Function Rules for renaming transformations 

The parameter data fed into (and extracted out of) Expression and Function Rules must be 
marshaled through Expressor Datascript.  This is not the case with Attribute Rename rules, 
which directly copy their input attributes’ values to their renamed output attributes.  Create 
Attribute Rename rules by just drawing a line from an input attribute to its target output 
attribute. 

6. Execute Construction Steps for Lookups whose content changes infrequently as separate 
dataflows and stored to shared file system locations (not to the ‘default’ location   
{dpp_home}/external).  Note that this suggestion can be combined with #2 

Lookup tables whose records change at a lower update frequency than transactional records 
should not be re-generated in the same dataflow that handles the processing of the more 
frequently changing transactional records.  It is common that lookup tables are used to store 
reference data and these kinds of records tend to change less frequently (e.g. once per day, 
week, month or quarter) than the more voluminous transactional records that need to be 
processed daily or sometimes even hourly.  In these cases, the steps for constructing the lookup 
tables should be packaged as separate dataflow and not as steps embedded in the dataflows 
handling the transactional records.  The lookup dataflows should be scheduled for execution on 
a less frequent basis than the transactional dataflows.  This prevents the transactional flows 
from incurring the added overhead of Lookup table maintenance on lookup data that has not 
changed between most executions of the transactional dataflow.   

7. Use Operators Economically 

When a dataflow executes, the QlikView Expressor engine process “etask” spawns a separate 
operating system process named “etool” for every operator as it executes each step of the 
dataflow.  Also, every additional operator process requires an additional “hop” for data to pass 
through the dataflow.  Since every additional process and every additional data “hop” adds 
overhead, it is best to implement strategies for minimizing the number of operators on the 
complete, end-to-end processing of your data.  There are a couple ways to accomplish this: 

 Avoid “Landing” Intermediate files in separate dataflows (or steps) wherever it is 
feasible – in some cases landing intermediate data files is necessary because either it is 
important to extract the data from the source system as quickly as possible so as to 
minimize the impact on other users of those source systems and you don’t want longer 
running operations downstream of the “read” operators (e.g. Sort, Join, Aggregate) to 
unduly extend the runtime of the dataflow. 
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 Merge Adjacent Operators Where Possible – there are situations in which back-to-back 
operators can be combined into a single operator.  One example of this is a string of 
adjacent Transform operators.  In many cases the rule logic in adjacent Transform 
operators can be combined into a single function rule in a single Transform operator to 
compute the same result as the one emitted by the final operator in the original 
sequence. It is also possible to combine a Transform -> Filter (or Filter -> Transform) 
sequence into a single Multi-Transform since Multi-Transform is able to both 
transformation and redirection of records.  Even a Join->Transform pattern can often be 
replaced with a single Join operator by moving the transform rules into the Join.  As you 
develop more skill with Expressor, these inefficient patterns (e.g. transform->filter-
>transform->filter) will start to stick out visually as obvious sub-optimal practices.  
 

8. Disable Unnecessary Constraints on Attributes or Atomic Types 

When Schemas are created through the importation of metadata (as in a SQL table), the 
attributes that are created for the matching schema fields (i.e., columns from the table) are 
assign constraints that match the constraints found in the database (e.g. string maxlength <= 
30).   Unless you specifically need these conditions to be checked against their associated data, 
these constraints should be removed (or at least disabled) in the attribute edit window since 
their evaluation incurs an extra level of processing. 

9. Condense Multiple Function Rules into a Single Function Rule or Multiple Expression Rules 
into a Single, Multi-Output Expression Rule 

When a dataflow is compiled into its executable form, each separate rule, whether it is an 
expression rule or a function rule, is “packaged” into a separate Lua chunk with separate 
functions (e.g. “transform”) for executing each rule.  This means that in order to process all 
rules, the operator’s record handling logic must make a separate Lua function call for each rule.  
So, for example, if you had separate rules for 100 different outputs of a transform operator, that 
would mean the transform operator would have to make 100 separate “transform” function 
invocations into the Lua state for each record passing through the operator.  Contrast this to a 
refactored implementation that uses 100 different statements (or blocks of independent logic) 
in a single “transform” function of a single rule where the operator would only need to make a 
single call to that “transform” function to compute the results of all 100 outputs.  The latter 
approach is significantly faster since there is far less overhead in making the single Lua call 
versus making 100 Lua calls, particularly if the transform operator needs to process many 
records. 

10. Eliminate Empty “Function Rule” Functions on Rule Operators 

When creating function rules, the Rules Editor will create empty “stub” functions that, under 
most normal situations, need to be filled in with use case specific logic (e.g. “initialize” and 
“read” on a Read Custom operator rule, “initialize”, “write” and “finalize” on a Write Custom 
operator rule, “prepare”, “aggregate” and “result” on an Aggregate operator rule).  However, in 
a few cases, one or more of these stub functions may never actually require any rule logic (e.g. 
“initialize” on Read Custom or “prepare” on an Aggregate).  In these cases, it is better to omit 
these empty stub functions or wrap them in comments so that the operator does not make 
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unnecessary calls to the stub function (use “--[[ “  to start and multi-line comment and “ ]]--" to 
end a multi-line comment). 
 

11. Eliminate unnecessary fields from all dataflows 

If you have dataflows that read in fields from sources whose values are never actually output to 
any target file, database or other data output AND the fields (and the attributes to which they 
are mapped) are not used in any other way in the dataflow  (e.g., in transform or filter rule 
expressions, as keys to sort, aggregate or partitioning, etc.), then those dataflows are doing 
extra, unnecessary work transporting the values of the fields between operators up to the 
operator (e.g. an Aggregate, Join, Transform, Multi-Transform) at which they are dropped (or 
blocked).  These so called “dead fields” should be deleted from their mapping sets as well as the 
unused attributes to avoid this additional data transport overhead. 

12. For Production runs, use a low value for EXP_TRACE_LEVEL (e.g. 2 or 3) to minimize the 
amount of logging activity and always log to a file instead of the console 

At higher logging levels, log writing activity can add significant overhead. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


